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Secure Bodies: Technologies of Infiltration, Destruction, and Life in Pattern Recognition 

 William Gibson’s novel Pattern Recognition relates the obsession of the protagonist, self-

professed “cool-hunter” Cayce Pollard, with a mysterious series of footage fragments devoid of 

any obvious, traceable origin and traditional narrative structure (Gibson 32). She frequents a web 

forum of fellow footage-followers entitled Fetish:Footage:Forum for new information and 

speculation about their common obsession. She therefore imbues the forum with a feeling of 

community and security as it “has become one of the most consistent places in her life, like  a 

familiar café that exists somehow outside of geography and beyond time zones” (4). Although 

Cayce free-lances for an advertising agency named Blue Ant, she is hired by Hubertus Bigend as 

partner for a special project outside of her normal skill-set and based upon interests that she 

believed to be more personal than public: to discover the maker of the unique footage. In her 

search for the secret creator and distributor of the film fragments, Cayce finds herself the target 

of both technological and physical espionage from outside entities looking to end her 

investigation. These strange recurrences of spying result in an increased feeling of paranoia that 

forces her to question illusions of security placed in objects and the inherently penetrable nature 

of commonly used technology. The relationship that Cayce experiences between the physical 

body, mind, and technology, therefore, is a matter of security. She follows the footage because 

she recognizes that although inherently film is a form of technology, this example serves a 

different function than other interactive modes of technology: the footage gives life to the body 
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whereas the history of technology is one of mental subversion, technical infiltration, and physical 

destruction of bodies. 

 Cayce’s participation in the use of more common technology, such as personal computers 

or phones, reveals the inherently public nature of technology that is often disguised under the 

illusion of privacy and an aggrandized sense of self: “The site had come to feel like a second 

home, but she’d always known that it was also a fishbowl; it felt like a friend’s living room, but 

it was a sort of text-based broadcast, available in its entirety to anyone who cared to access it” 

(65).  This deceptive sense of familiarity Cayce feels from going on F:F:F is both due to the 

private accessibility offered by a website that can be viewed on one’s personal computer as well 

as the establishment of a community of like-minded people from across the globe that the forum 

exists to serve. There is an unspoken contract entered knowingly by the participant, that their 

personal, written views are “available in [their] entirety to anyone who cared to access [them]” 

and yet, because of the blurred lines between privacy and publicity, Cayce is sti ll surprised when 

she finds that what she considered her privacy to be breached: once she feels that she is being 

threatened for her work at Blue Ant, she is forced to “[wonder], for the first time, and indeed for 

the first time in her life, whether the phone is tapped” (118).  Unlike human memory, the 

memory of technology and its ability to “retain information” is permanent and binding, requiring 

more caution in use, with avoidance ultimately being the best method of security altogether (43). 

Technology also has the ability to distort one’s perception of reality and indulges the desires of 

the mind, allowing a person to see what they want to see rather than what is. Cayce experiences 

an extreme case of this when she learns of her F:F:F friend, Parkaboy’s, romantic manipulation 

of a Japanese nerd named Taki by pretending to be his dream girl, Keiko, while talking to him on 

the Internet about the footage: “This is the girl Taki’s been looking for all his life, even though 
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nature’s never made one, and he’ll know that as soon as he lays eyes on [Keiko’s] image” (129). 

When he sees her unrealistically enhanced “Anime” features and petite frame in a photograph 

Cayce brings to him, Taki has a profoundly emotional reaction to seeing an image of the girl he 

has been dreaming about for so long. While she appears unrealistic to Cayce in the picture, an 

obvious Photoshop-job when she considers Taki’s unfortunate and nerdy appearance, because 

Keiko has left the original medium of the Internet within which she would have remained purely 

fictional, Taki’s beliefs are fully validated and his mental subversion as a result of technology is 

complete.  

 Another interaction that technology has with the body in Pattern Recognition is through 

the physical breach of secure barriers, taking the form of espionage, and resulting in Cayce’s 

justified paranoia and implementation of non-technological security measures. Post-9/11 saw 

increases in both safeguards in computer technology as well as the hackers and codes needed to 

wage covert digital warfare on other countries: “Things have been different in computer security, 

since last September. If the FBI were doing what they admit they can do, to your laptop, I might 

be able to spot it. If they were doing what they don’t tell you they can do, that would be another 

story. And that’s just the FBI” (165). These attempts at infiltration aren’t led by technology 

alone, but technology in conjunction with the human body and intelligence directed towards 

invading other systems with purposeful ill intent. When Cayce discovers in the computer’s 

browser history an unfamiliar site that she knows she did not visit, she feels not only the 

disturbance in her certainty of the security of a locked apartment, but also recognizes the human 

factor behind the images of floating penises in front of Asian sluts that entered the apartment to 

do her harm in some way. The personal technology surrounding her, originally taken for granted 

as both private in her interactions with them and in her ownership of them, is “inherently 
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insecure,” easily hacked, and able to be turned against the owner  “unless you’re encrypted,” 

which Cayce attempts to do after the initial break in shakes her resolve (210). Cayce places less 

reliance on technology when it comes to security especially because of what her father, Win 

Pollard, taught her about properly securing the perimeter after he worked “twenty-five years [as] 

an evaluator and improver of physical security for American embassies worldwide” and then 

“had retired to develop and patent human crowd-control barriers for rock concerts” (44). Instead 

of installing a security system of cameras and alarms, she chooses to instead change the locks 

and place strategically positioned hairs from her head between the door and door frame, a move 

straight out of the Hollywood spy playbook, to ensure that any disturbance will not go unnoticed 

by her upon her return to the apartment. As the daughter of a man who dedicated himself to the 

creation of physical barriers, Cayce creates a sort of human barrier with that tiny strand of hair, 

incorruptible and trustworthy, for the infiltration of her private sphere occupied by technology.  

 While technology has the power to manipulate and corrupt the mind, it also has the more 

dangerous ability to cause physical damage to bodies, both as a medium and vessel of 

destruction. In the novel, Cayce holds a particular aversion for firearms (40), a technological 

innovation of war, that she recognizes is shared by the British: “they generally find [them] 

unthinkable, and bafflingly, self-evidently wrong, and so often leading to a terrible and profligate 

waste of human life. And she knows how deeply it runs, the gun thing, and how unlikely it is to 

change” (248). Guns can be used as another method of security or self-defense; however, like the 

previous examples of technology presented in the novel, they can be just as easily turned upon 

their owners and cause real harm. Cayce’s distaste for guns as a means of security, however 

similar to sentiments of British opinion, is mirrored in her distaste for technology as a form of 

security because she recognizes that while one is generally accepted as safe and the other is 
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blatantly dangerous, both are used in warfare and directed by the bodies of humans holding ill 

will. Her father, who had been declared missing but never officially dead following the collapse 

of the Twin Towers in New York City, dedicated his life to improving physical security but was 

violently taken from her in an act of war. Technology crashed into the towers that day, in the 

form of two airplanes, and was therefore recontextualized in her mind as a weapon equally as 

dangerous as a gun. The connection that she feels with the footage she obsesses over is also tied 

to the violence of technology: “Except for the branch with the ragged edge, [the map of the 

dissemination of the footage] looks exactly like one specific part in the manual arming 

mechanism of the US Army’s M18A1 Claymore mine, which is basically a wad of C4 explosive  

packed behind 700 steel balls…Used for ambushes, remotely detonated” (274). When she 

eventually meets the maker and distributor of the footage, twin sisters from Russia named Nora 

and Stella, she learns that their parents were also taken from them violently through a 

technological device of war, a bomb, “detonate[d]…with a radio,” and that their trauma is 

manifested in the very DNA of the footage (286).  

 Cayce’s obsession with the mysterious footage she feels a connection with, but cannot 

originally understand why, lies in the ability of this form of technology to give the life that 

sustains the body of Nora, who has been permanently damaged as a result of the ambush that 

killed her parents: “Her consciousness, Cayce understands, somehow bounded by or bound to the 

T-shaped fragment in her brain: part of the arming mechanism of the Claymore mine that killed 

her parents, balanced too deeply, too precariously within her skull, to ever be removed” (305). 

While her previous experience with technology has involved manipulation, deceit, and death, she 

finally discovers a technology rooted in an open wound similar to her own left from the 

disappearance of her father. Cayce mentions in the novel how her friend, Damien, is not affected 
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by the footage in the way that she and the other “footage-heads” are because “she knows, it has 

to do with being his own maker, with his own obsessive need to generate his own footage” (191). 

However for Cayce, who is able to instinctually tell if a logo will sell or not, she does not 

actively create her own “footage” in her life, but observes and appropriates culture and trends 

from the sidelines. Her maker is her father, Win Pollard, the man who guaranteed her security 

and a place to call home, and was taken away from her without anything to fill the void. By 

discovering the wounded source of the footage, a human without an agenda but the invocation of 

life, one is able to understand that the aversion towards technology Cayce experiences 

throughout her journey is tied to issues deeply unresolved within herself: the disappearance of 

her father and the longing to feel a sense of security once again. 

 

 


